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Abstract

Rivers can act as mirrors to in-catchment processes, but integrated concentration-discharge dynamics might not be sufficient for constructing a well-posed solute travel time determination problem. One remedy is to look inside the catchment and see if the extra information provided by long-term time series of groundwater solutes constrains the problem or provides us with some additional insight on retrieving the processes which the stream is aggregating. To test this notion, we used data for Kerrien, a well-studied agriculture dominated small headwater catchment of the French Critical Zone Observatory in Brittany. It contains long-term nitrate concentration time-series from a network of piezometers as well as a stream outlet. In this study, a parsimonious, conceptual dual-permeability mixing model already developed for streams was adapted for piezometers along with detailed uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. We found out the nitrate flushing times of mid to upslope piezometers were consistently higher than the stream outlet. We further observed an asynchronicity in seasonal concentration-discharge dynamics between the piezometers and the stream. We hypothesize the reason behind this counterintuitive finding to be extensive riparian denitrification, vertical stratification of groundwater and disconnect between the stream and the deeper flowpaths that carry legacy contamination, evidenced by the non-closure of water budget at the stream outlet. As a consequence, we argue that in headwater catchments the stream signature might not fully reflect internal processes which can be revealed only by using piezometer data. This adapted conceptual framework could be of great interest for semi-arid catchments where groundwater monitoring could be used in combination or as an alternate to ephemeral streams in travel time determination.
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